Space Suite

1. March of the astronauts

KB & DB
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4. Riding my bike!

Lively pedal-power \( \approx 112 \)

1 VIOLIN/VIOLA/CELLO

2 VIOLIN/VIOLA/CELLO

* DOUBLE BASS

PIANO

1 VN/VA/VC

2 VN/VA/VC

DB

Cycling in the town I go I'm some-times fast and some-times slow I love to pedal to and fro, I'm

* The cello book has an optional cello part which doubles the double bass part.

\( \text{Words and music by KB & DB} \)
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Lively pedal-power

1 VN/VA/VC

Riding my bike! Cycling in the country side It really is a lovely ride To

2 VN/VA/VC

val

cresc.

DB

f

A

unis.

1 VN/VA/VC

pe-dal free-ly far and wide, I'm Rid-ing my bike! Cycling in the ve-lo-drome My

2 VN/VA/VC

va/vc

unis.

DB

db

vc

1 VN/VA/VC

bike is red with shi- ny chrome I'll soon be cycl-ing off to home, I'm Rid-ing my bike!
8. African Song (Mweya m’tsvene)

Shona trad., Zimbabwe
arr. KB & DB

With a relaxed beat $\frac{\text{j}}{\text{g}} = 90$

1 VIOLIN/Viola/CELLO

2 VIOLIN/Viola/CELLO

HARMONY VN/VA/VC

DOUBLE BASS

PIANO

$\mathbf{mp}$

1 VN/VA/VC

2 VN/VA/VC

HARMONY VN/VA/VC

DB

$\text{mp}$

2nd time: vn/va/vc harmony (opt.)
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12. Rock 'n' rollercoaster

Words and music by
KB & DB

1 VN/VA/VC
2 VN/VA/VC
DB

Bright Rock tempo \( j = 120 \)

Step aboard, get ready to rock, roller-coaster ride!

* The pupils' parts are notated with a two-sharp key signature.
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1 VN/VA/VC
Step a board, get ready to rock, we'll be side by side.

2 VN/VA/VC

DB

1 VN/VA/VC
Step a board the roller-coaster ride!

2 VN/VA/VC

DB

A

1 VN/VA/VC
Up and down, we're feelin' dizzy on the roller-coaster ride,

2 VN/VA/VC

DB

* Either or both of these bass parts may be played.